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FURTHER INFORMATION

To find out more about James and his
work, visit his website: www.jsmckay.com

FURNITURE

FUSION

With over 25 years’ experience as a furniture
designer and maker, James McKay is flying the
flag for Northern talent and fusing traditional
and contemporary techniques along the way

H

aving been working as a professional
furniture designer and maker for
over 25 years, it’s fair to say that
James McKay knows his stuff
and his fantastic pieces very much attest to
that. Certainly a man with an eye for detail
and combining contemporary and traditional
aesthetics, his pieces stand out for all the right
reasons. One of my favourites, and one which
I recall seeing some years ago and making
an impact on me then, is his ‘Le Poursuivent
– the Chaser’ coffee table in walnut and inlay.
I love the unique inlaid design that elegantly
graces the top and side, and it’s a piece I would
very much like to own, although I fear I may
have to start saving up now…

Growing up

Based in Leeds, Yorkshire, James is one of a
growing number of furniture makers flying the
flag for Northern talent, and he tells me he’s been
fascinated by woodworking and creating since he
was a small boy growing up on the Isle of Wight.
“Initially, the draw was the curiosity of my parents’
workshop in our home basement. My father
had a few hobby machines and a variety of hand
tools; not in the best of shape I might add, though
this didn’t really matter to me.” James recalls
the workshop being an Aladdin’s cave of curios,
housing all manner of boat projects, vintage car
parts, paints, mixed materials and various chair
restorations his mother would be working on.
“I can distinctly remember a huge stack of wide

Bedside table in wenge with sycamore detailing and drawer lining
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Drinks cabinet in ripple sycamore and scorched oak with ebony and silverleaf
stringing details. Interior with glass and grey bird’s eye maple
reclaimed teak decking boards, which my dad
had salvaged from a dockyard skip while the
Royal Yacht was in for a re-fit. A few of my early
experiments were in teak, which is quite laughable
when you consider its market price now.”
Like many young boys, James also
had a love of Lego and through experimenting
with these simple plastic blocks, he could unleash
his creativity and really get a feel for the early

Display cabinet in ripple sycamore and scorched oak with grey bird’s eye maple
back panels, plus ebony and silverleaf stringing details

stages of design and making, although the
furniture he makes now is obviously slightly more
refined… That Aladdin’s cave of curios allowed
James to discover all manner of woodworking
tools (although he does confess to sneaking in and
nosing around when his dad wasn’t there),
but as long as things were put back in the right
place and power tools treated with respect,
there weren’t any problems.

Drinks cabinet door panel assembly

Vacuum bagging quartersawn sycamore veneer

Laying out for ebony finger pulls

Dry assembly and door hanging
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From call centre operative
to furniture maker

From this early point, it wasn’t long before James
progressed on to furthering his skills and making
the logical decision to pursue A Levels in Art &
Design and Design & Technology, before going on
to study an Art Foundation at Camberwell College
of Arts, which James says was “a real mix of
artistic disciplines and creativity.” The foundation
course steered James on to the Three Dimensional
Design degree at Leeds Beckett University,
a ‘Blue-sky thinking’ approach to design and
even though it provided him with a strong
understanding of furniture design, he found
he had a big gap in the hand skills department.
Like most graduates in a specialist field with no
professional experience, James struggled to find
work as a furniture maker, and like many others,
he resorted to working in a call centre to make
ends meet, though he continued to sketch and
make simple functional pieces for his living
accommodation during this time.
James explains that after two mind-numbing
years working at the call centre, he finally got his
first break during a visit to his American cousin in
Cape Cod, Massachusetts. He says: “Suzanne, an
exceptional woodworker, owned a small classic
boat and wooden spar building workshop. She
pushed my making skills to the next level and
also shared some valuable business acumen.”
James enjoyed his time in America but he
found that – in his own words, “I just couldn’t
gel with the American work life balance and
ultimately missed the UK too much.” So he
returned to his parents’ home on the Isle of
Wight, picking up small carpentry and fixing
jobs to keep him going.
www.getwoodworking.com

In a slightly sideways move, James was then
given an opportunity to join a growing marketing
department at a community college as they
urgently required a graphic designer: “I was pretty
clueless when it came to design for print, though
I managed to bluff my way in on the back of
my Degree and Arts background. Working as a
graphic designer was a great way to keep my
creativity alive and I learnt different approaches
to composition and layout, which is a key part
of my furniture design today.“
A few years later, while working as a graphic
designer, a friend talked James into returning to
London for some temporary work in graphics,
and in-between this they fixed up his apartment
and constructed pieces of built-in cabinetry with
a very basic set of tools. “The apartment became
a showroom for my work and it wasn’t long
before I was being commissioned by friends of
friends, then a chance conversation at a party led
to an affordable workshop unit at Space Artist’s
Studios, which became the start of my business.”
James says it was during this period that he
topped up his woodworking hand skills through
an NVQ in Carpentry & Joinery, courses with
the Institute of Carpenters, and the Carpenters’
Company, which happens to be one of England’s
oldest Livery Companies.
In terms of branching out on his own, James
says he “sort of slipped into self-employment
by accident and through a necessity to earn a
living.” After a couple of years in the London
workshop and with a growing collection
of equipment, he returned to the more
affordable and familiar pastures of Leeds and
moved into a similar arts space, spending
the next 10 years growing a client base,
establishing professional connections
(Northern Contemporary Furniture
Makers) and building a portfolio of
furniture and cabinetry projects. In 2014,
James and his wife found the perfect property
with the room to build a home studio and
workshop, and this was possibly James’ largest
and most complex project to date: “It’s a real boon
to now be able to design and make from home,
and better still, I have a curious space for the
kids to root around in – and so the cycle starts
all over again…”

‘Le Poursuivent – The Chaser’ – American black walnut ‘waterfall effect ‘ table with metal infused epoxy inlays
to represent the Peloton of the Tour de Yorkshire

‘Hub of the Home’ – kitchen table with benches. Oak, walnut and painted frame work

Speculative pieces & commissions

Working as a furniture maker today, James draws
his inspiration from various 20th century furniture
makers, including Varah, Makepeace, Krenov and
Baier, among others, but he says there’s some
very inspiring lesser known makers in the North
of England too. James admits that his inspirations
have and do change over time, though he does
seem to be drawn towards postmodern and
contemporary design predominately. “That
said,” comments James, “I couldn’t rule out
more traditional styling; I’m quite happy picking
up details from Chippendale’s Cabinet Maker’s
Directory, especially if the brief demands it.”
Exploring his mix of contemporary and
traditional practice, James says that for him, it’s
an all inclusive and encompassing statement,
where traditional knowledge and practices form
www.getwoodworking.com

Mid-Century Modern Style desk in sapele and coloured laminate
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James McKay
currently working on a credenza to complete
a suite of pieces in scorched oak and quartered
ripple sycamore, which will no doubt look stunning
once completed.

Photographs courtesy of Ian Briggs

Custom-built workshop

James preparing sapele stock on the planer/thicknesser in his home workshop
the foundations of good furniture making. He
explains: “Together with the contemporary
element we can suggest a larger palette, new
techniques and a fresh approach to design.
There’s very much a ‘romance’ associated with
traditional methods and a precious, ‘one-off’
appeal that comes with ‘hand made’, which
I find I connect with.”
In terms of speculative pieces and working
to a set brief, James recognises that producing
bespoke pieces for exhibitions, etc. does offer a
great way of building up a portfolio and showing
off potential, but he also enjoys working to
commission. He says that when it comes to
setting a brief, he finds it really helpful to visit a
client in their home, and this quickly gives a real
sense of how they live and what design styles
make them tick. “I like to involve the customer as
much as possible,” says James, “and customers
can actually be very inspiring during this process
and are often far more creative than they realise.
Their input keeps the making fresh and opens
the doors to some exciting new challenges,
which subsequently can then feed back into
my own work – so there’s a crossover at play.”
James says that the ethos behind his designs
is to make something relevant, which is most
definitely functional and that lasts the test of
time. “It’s important to me that furniture is used;
the natural patina a piece picks up over time can
actually be quite desirable and says a lot about
a design.”
While he has produced a number of pieces
over the years, including a range of interesting
commissions – such as a large recording console
for the Music Production suite at York St John
University – James has a few standout pieces
that he is particularly proud of, one of which being
the drinks cabinet shown on page 46, and of
course his self-built workshop, but more on that
later. “When I finalised the drawings for the drinks
cabinet, there were quite a few parts I had no
idea how I was actually going to make, so it was
a bit of a leap into the unknown.” Perhaps in
essence, however, it’s these difficulties which
make a piece stand out for the maker.

Tools & techniques

Moving on to looking at the pieces James makes
and the tools he uses, he says that he personally
leans more towards machinery methods, although
he thinks it does depend on what’s happening at
the other end of the tool. “Marquetry, for example,
is a very creative and pleasant hand tool process,
though when it comes to heavier and repetitive
work, such as dimensioning timber stock, I’m
much happier on a machine.” Machinery generally
gets him to where he needs to be faster and more
economically when compared to using
a hand tool. But like many makers, James does
have a fondness for hand tools (especially ones
he’s inherited from his father) and still enjoys
cutting dovetails this way and the more organic
finish you can achieve using hand methods. “Hand
tools are an essential entry point to understanding
machine processes and how materials react to
tooling, and it’s hard to deny that using a well
honed hand tool is very pleasant,” he says.
In terms of favourite materials, James
says he very much likes experimenting with
decorative veneers, as there are so many
possibilities, especially when it comes to the
variety of new man-made options. In fact, he is

Self-building his own workshop is definitely one
of this furniture maker’s proudest achievements –
a 50sq.m timber-framed build clad in western red
cedar – as it’s the hub of his work and a project
he’d wanted to do for a long time. James says he
took a risk buying the WRC quite a while before
planning was granted, but it came up for a steal
at auction so he couldn’t miss out. “I was keen
for a timber exterior that would mellow with age
and slip into the backdrop of the environment.
The interior design is a single room with a vaulted
ceiling, which creates a sense of space and light.”
As a custom build, he was able to introduce
preferred features such as a suspended timber
floor for standing comfort and an easy access
electrical and extraction ducting system, which is
concealed under the floor. He likes his technology
too, so there’s CAT6 cabling throughout, hooked
up to the main house. “I built the whole project
myself, from the ground up, and with a newborn
in the house too!”

The future

At present, James outsources his CNC work, and
he’s quite keen to dip his toe in and get a small
set-up to experiment with, so that’s a big plan
for the future and one which will help to push
his business forward. From talking to James, I get
a real sense of him loving what he does despite
the obvious pressures that inevitably crop up
along the way. He is certainly a man with a plan,
however, and he really enjoys solving tricky
problems and growing as a result. In all honesty,
though, for James, the consistent ‘best’ part
of being a furniture maker is experiencing the
moment of calm – after all the blood, sweat and
tears – when the finished piece is in situ: “When
I’m drinking tea, the client is smiling, and there’s
a real sense of achievement for both of us.”
We wish James all the best for the future
and hope he continues to keep flying the flag
for Northern furniture making and beyond.

Dressing table in maple and smoked glass with walnut detailing
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